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lntroduction

Vyayama or Physical Exercise is essentialfor
a person to maintain his normal health. lt also
helps to carry out daily tasks with energy and
attentiveness, without undue tiredness, and with
ample vigor. Vydyama (Vi + A + Yam + Ghan)a
is the term, especially used in Ayurveda for the
physical activities, which can be identified with
the 'physical exercise' in the present time.
Ayurveda, the medicalsystem of lndia, has also
prescribed vyayama in connection with both
measures: preventive and curative. The use of
vyaydma is, therefore, has been discussed in

this paper from the point of view of Ayurveda
only.

Sources for the discussion made here, are
mainly the Vrddhatrayi, namely the
Carakasamhitd (CS)r, the Susruta samhita
(SS/3and the Astaigahrdayasamhita (AH)e and
from among the Sri Lankan medicaltexts, the
S a ra rlh a s a i g ra h ay a $ eraf ,written in Sa ns krit
in the 3'd Century A.C.; the BhesajjamafijAsa
( B M )G written in Pal i, th e Yo g a rn a v ay a (yog a)s and
the Prayogaratndvaliya (prayo)a, written in
Sinhala in the 13th century A.C.. Therefore,
these four are the oldest treatises on medicine
so far found in Sri Lanka. The phrase ,Sri

Lankan tt4edical Texts'is used here to
distinguish them from the lndian Ayurvedic texts
only. Otherwise, Sri Lankan medicalsystem is

nothing but Ayurveda though it has some
distinctive features.
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Abstract: Ayurveda also gives an importance to the physical exercise
for the maintenance of good health. According to Ayurveda the
consequences resulting from physical exercise are not only lightness
of the body capacity for work, coilectedness, power of enduring hardsh ip;
but also it removes of all imperfections and augmentation of the digestive
fire. Therefore, vyaydma has both the values: preventive and curative.
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The history of vydydma can be traced from a
remote past, even from the primitive societies.
We have, at least, more than three thousand
years old written evidence for the use of
vyayama and as the Carakas amhitaand the
S usrutas a mh ita tooktheir present form exacfl y
before the 2,d century A.C., we have nearly two
thousand years history of medical perspective
of vyayama. Nevertheless, there is no scope to
discuss the long history of vydydma in this
paper.

The definition of vyaydma has been given in the
CarakasamhifS, thus:

"sarira cegta ya cesta
sth airyath a bal avard h i ni,

dehavyaydmasankhyata

mdtraya tarh samacaret.', (cs.r.t st)

(That exertion of body which is producttve of
good consequences to the body itself, which
conduces to concentration of mind and
increases strength is called physical exercise.
One should have recourse to it in due measure).
This verse is the aphorism of vyaydma given in
the Carakasamhita, and according to this
definition, vydyama promotes the perfect health
which includes both the body and mind.

lmportance of vydydma
In the aphorism " mithyahdravihdrabhyarn',2
ahdra comes first and vyayama comes under
Vihdra to emphasize the importance of physical


